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At the AGM on March 6 Dr Michael Gadsden of Aberdeen University gave a very fine lecture on recent research - probing the winds of the upper atmosphere
by radar studies of ionised meteor trains, and the distribution of noctilucent cloud. The Secretary's and Treasurer's Reports were given, and the following
Officebearers were elected: President - Mr James Shepherd; Vice-Presidents - Mr Joe Cleghorn, Mr Jack Heeley; Secretary - Mr lain Neil; Treasurer - Dr John
Rostron. Councillors - Mr Ray Fenoulhet, Mr Ron Veitch, Mr Brian Kelly, Mr Gavin Ramsay, Dr John Hunter, Mr Gerry Taylor.

James Shepherd continues as Director and Librarian at the Observatory, with Jack Heeley as Assistant Director. The Summer Meetings were as follows - 
April 3: Mr I. Neil, "Our Very Own Star", a comprehensive survey of the Sun. 
May 1: Mr J. Heeley, some further work on Piazzi Smyth' s 3-D photography. 
June 5: Dr D. Gavine, "The Dunecht Observatory and its Famous Astronomers". 
July 3: Dr J. Rostron, "Celestial Harmony and Man", some mystical ideas. 
August 7: Members' Night - Mr S. Campbell, planet and bright star mirages as probable UFO sightings; Mr J. D. Weir, the Babylonian Venus Tables; Mr
R. Veitch, the story of the 22-inch refractor, once housed in the City Dome; Mr J. Heeley, recent NLC photography; and an astronomical quiz. On September 4
the programme will end with a talk by Mr R. Veitch on "The Astronomical Unit".

The Winter Session begins on October 2 with Dr A. Heavens (ROE) on "Radio Jets - faster than light?", then on November 6 Dr J. Davies (ROE) - "The Role of
Man in Space". At a later date the Society will be honoured with a lecture by Professor Alex Boksenberg, FRS, the Director of the Royal Greenwich
Observatory. Full details will appear on the forthcoming syllabus card.

It is hoped very soon to have the false ceiling replaced inside the City Dome. This will considerably reduce heat losses and make the lecture room more bearable
in winter.

The Juniors held regular Saturday meetings and produced good newsletters, but in response to falling attendances they will, as from October, meet at Calton Hill
on the third Friday of the month at 7-30 PM.

The Observatory has been open to the public during the Festival and by the end of the period we expect to have had over 3000 visitors. They saw James'
excellent 3-D slide show of Edinburgh scenes, and the Sun was fortunately able to be projected on a good number of days, with the 6-inch refractor, when it
showed an enhanced sunspot activity. James would like to thank Members D. Webberley, R. Halliday, J. Beeley and I. Neil for their assistance, and the Junior
Members, especially Stephen, Robert, Charles, Keith and Stuart, who all put in a lot of work.

Congratulations

To Tom Bruce and Jim Nisbet on gaining their Honours B.Sc.s at Edinburgh University, and to Peggy Gordon who completed her Ph.D. in agricultural biology.
She has now returned home to Canada, and we wish her well. 
Neil Bone, our former Vice-president, now at Cambridge, has become engaged to Miss Gina Tiller. Gina, a physics and astronomy graduate, is a member of the
BAA and the South Downs Astronomical Society. 
Duncan Waldron is soon to marry Miss Heather Lee in Australia, and they will probably return to Edinburgh early next year. Our best wishes to them all.
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About the ASE Journal
Editor: Dr D. Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ, 031 657 2338.

Secretary: Mr I. Neil, 82 St Albans Road, Edinburgh EH9 2PG, 031 667 6138.

The Editor would like to thank the Director of the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, for generous use of the facilities in the production of the Journal, and Brian
Kelly and Iain Neil for assistance with the printing.

Sundials in the Edinburgh area, Part 3
David Gavine

The multi-faceted dials
In this concluding episode I shall deal with complex dials with numerous faces, the type which appears to be more prevalent in Scotland than in any other part
of Britain. The reason, I believe, lies in the educational system. Mathematics, navigation and astronomy were taught in all the universities and in many parish
and burgh schools, so the familiarity of the educated public with positional astronomy and spherical trigonometry was far greater in the early 18th century than
it is in our so-called scientific age. Almost every schoolmaster and minister of the Kirk could find his way about the sky with ease.

Schools and universities even cultivated a subject called "dialling" or "gnomonics" well into the 19th century. This was the theory and practice of sundial
making, and there exist students' notes on the various problems which were set, whereby the shadow of an object cast by the sun is aligned onto a flat surface,
horizontal, vertical or tilted, or onto a globe, onto a cylinder, into a corner, cup or shell-shape, and so on. The abstruse trigonometry involved in making complex
dials which combine faces, cups, facets etc. is quite beyond the scope of this small article, but with the aid of a pocket calculator and one or other of the sundial
texts (1) the enthusiast will soon appreciate the art.

It follows, therefore, that certain individuals gained a local reputation for their dialling expertise, and they were only too glad of an opportunity to display their
skill in designing complicated structures for, say, the nobility and gentry to adorn their formal gardens, which is why we have so many fine examples, such as at
Drummond Castle, Glamis Castle (84 faces!), Culzean Castle and Lennoxlove (2). Strange to say, the most elaborate dials are quite early, dating from before
1750, and some even from the mid 1600s, while most of the simple ones we see are of later date. There are exceptions, of course.

Often, the dialler would cover a plinth with faces showing the equivalent time of places around the world. There
is a somewhat battered combined octahedron-cube stone block in the grounds of the old part of Nunraw Abbey.
It has about 26 dials giving the times at London, Dublin, Rome, Cairo, Constantinople, Troy, Samaria,
Damascus, Babylon, Isfahan, Jerusalem, Mt Sinai, Nineveh, Charleston, Martinique, Halifax N.S., Philadelphia,
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John Duncan.

Kingston, Havana, Calabar, Calcutta, Peking and others which are unreadable, with a possible partly-obliterated
Equation of Time panel. The gnomons vary from the traditional bronze spike or strip and the stone rim of a cup
to the nose of a carved face casting its shadow onto the hour lines.

It would be an interesting piece of research to try to follow up the careers of some of the old dial makers
although in many cases information would be scanty. I have already mentioned Archibald Handasyde of
Fisherrow and Robert Palmer, the schoolmaster of Currie, but the only full biography we have so far, apart from
that of the many-talented James Ferguson, is of John Duncan (1794-1881) or "Johnny Meen" (moon) of the
Vale of Alford, Aberdeenshire, a very late dialler. (3).

Huntly House Museum, Canongate. A fine dial in the back courtyard
(which is often closed to the public on wet days). 18th century, it
originally stood at Saughton House. 12 faces - 4 cups, 4 vertical,
4 inclined. All the bronze gnomons and plates are intact. Inscribed
"Tak Tent o Time ere Time be Tint (lost)"

Lauriston Castle. "lectern"-type dial dating from 1684. Probably about 24 faces, some are very worn. Many
of the bronze gnomons have gone. A very interesting and complex structure.
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Inveresk Gardens, Musselburgh. Elaborate but weather-beaten lectern dial with at least 13 faces. Formerly
at Pitreavie, Fife, erected by Sir Henry Wardlaw Bt. in 1644, moved to Inveresk and in the care of the
National Trust since 1960.
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Carberry Tower, near Musselburgh, now a Church of Scotland residential centre. Pillar dial, 18th century , with base
and top pinnacle restored, in the front garden. 15 dials but most of the gnomons lost and numbers obscured.
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In the Edinburgh area there are several complex dials, although some which are mentioned in the earlier literature (4, 5) no longer exist: (Cramond House, Inch
House garden, Cammo House). Some cannot be found but may still be there (Barnton), some have moved (Inveresk Lodge dial to Stroud, Glos.) and others are
now inaccessible to the public (Craigiehall - on Army property). In this last category comes the famous multi-faceted dial at Holyrood which, unfortunately is
not seen by the ordinary visitor and can, I believe, be seen only by special arrangement or by those fortunate enough to be invited to garden parties. I have not
seen it! It was put up in 1633 to mark the coronation of Charles I. However, in a recent fine article by Dr Andrew Somerville (6) both the Holyrood and the
Lauriston dials are illustrated.

But there enough good dials within easier access in the Edinburgh neighbourhood, containing all aspects of the makers' skill for us to admire. Some of them are
in private places and it is only common courtesy to ask the owner or custodian for permission to view them. The best ones are probably Lauriston, Huntly House
Museum, Inveresk Gardens (entrance fee) and Carberry Tower. The most splendid dials are in the grounds of Newbattle Abbey College. Although the two big
identical pillars are profusely carved with beasts, faces, coats of arms and initials (of William and Annie, Earl and Countess of Lothian) the dials themselves are
quite simple, each pillar has a ring of eight vertical dials. They were probably put up before 1667 but have since been moved and restored.
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Things to notice: a) on a composite dial, observe how the edges of all the gnomons point to the North Celestial Pole, or at least, are supposed to! b) Some dials
have been taken down and re-erected. If they are properly set up, all the dials (except those for foreign places) should tell exactly the same time.

Finally, since the last "sundial" article, a new small work has been published, Christopher St J. H. Daniel, Sundials, 1986, no. 176 of the Shire Album Series.

References

1. For example, Albert E. Waugh, Sundials, their Theory and Construction, Dover (N.Y.) 1973.
2. An elaborate 17-dial structure in the form of a huge hat on top of a statue of a woman, formerly at North Barr, Renfrew, now in the garden of Lennoxlove

(sometimes open to the public). Attributed to Donald McGilchrist, 1679.
3. W. Jolly, Life of John Duncan, London 1883.
4. Thomas Ross, "Ancient Sundials of Scotland", Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland XXIV (1890) 161-273.
5. A. Niven Robertson, "Old Sundials in and near Edinburgh", The Book of the Old Edinburgh Club, 27 (1949) 97-110.
6. Andrew R. Somerville, "In Search of Sundials", The Scots Magazine 125 (3) June 1986, 303-310.

Recent observations
Noctilucent Cloud*) was seen in the Edinburgh area on June 17/18, 18/19; July 4/5, 7/8, 11/12 and 16/17, all except the first were faint or in cloud. The
observers were Jack Heeley, Dave Gavine, James Shepherd and John Bartholomew. Neil Bone saw an NLC in Cambridge on June 25/26, for which we were
clouded out. Owen Pearson picked up the magnetic storm of Alastair McBeath's aurora in the early morning of July 29.

Gavin Ramsay and Dave Gavine are continuing their variable star programmes, and Gavin maintains his work on deep-sky objects and solar active areas.
Members are advised to start looking out for aurora - solar activity is rising.

*) Recommended reading: Nail Bone, "Noctilucent Clouds", Astronomy Now 1 (2) July-September, 1987, 32-35.

A letter from Coonabarabran
Duncan Waldron

Or, to be more precise, from the top of Siding Spring mountain, on a fine, very dry night. To try to describe the view outside would be difficult, but I shall try.
With so many things, familiarity leads one to being blasé about them, and I'm sorry to say that the night sky from a dark site 87° south of Edinburgh is no
exception, unless your name is Robert McNaught (sorry Rob). So, after 5 or 10 minutes quickly scanning the sky I am just about ready to wax lyrical about its
splendours.
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The sky appears uniformly dark, galactic plane excepted, without the too-familiar glow of sodium light. And a very pleasant sight it is, too. Here and there there
are lights of small towns and isolated properties, but on long exposure photographs, you can make out the faint glow from cities hundreds of miles away. In fact,
Sydney, about 300 miles away, contributes around 6 % of the night sky pollution at Siding Spring.

The first thing that catches my eye is the Milky Way, stretching from the north horizon, above Lyra, through Cygnus and Aquila, up towards Sagittarius and
Scorpius, then back down through Carina, Centaurus with α and β the southern sky's pointers, and the Southern Cross, to disappear again beneath the barren
south pole. The pole is not easily found, lacking an antipodean Polaris, but an approximate position can be identified by the intersection of a line at 90° to the
pointers (they actually point to the Southern Cross) with a line extended from the long axis of the Southern Cross. It also forms the third apex of an equilateral
triangle with the LMC and SMC.

In the Large Magellanic Cloud at the moment is supernova 1987A, almost discovered by Rob McNaught - for failing in this he will probably curse himself
forever. It has now started to decline in brightness, having just reached mag 3.0, making it quite unmistakable. The climb to maximum took just under three
months, and continued to puzzle astronomers as it did so. It appeared to be unlike either Type I or Type II supernovae, at least to any convincing extent. One
problem is that it fell several magnitudes fainter than expected, and current thinking suggests that it is of a type so far unrecognised - any that do erupt in distant
galaxies are probably too faint for detailed spectra to be obtained, if they are detected. With the refurbishment of the Cooke spectrograph, it is a pity that
SN1987A was not 50° or so further north, or, from my point of view, that the Cooke is not down here.

Coming down through the Milky Way, you can make out many clusters, nebulae and clouds of dark material. Well, unfortunately you can't, but I can. It is
possible to imagine the bulk of the Galaxy stretching out behind, taking on a 3-D form, rather than being just a broken band of light, albeit a fairly spectacular
band of light compared with the view from Edinburgh. Messier 8 & 20, the Lagoon and Trifid nebulae, are easy naked eye objects. The first time I saw them,
from a dark location south of Edinburgh, was a memorable occasion, with the Milky Way then, as now, touching the horizon. Seeing them pass overhead
though, with Scorpius and Sagittarius on either side, beats that by a mile. Further south, past the Southern Cross, is that most magnificent of globular clusters,
omega Centauri, looking much like Halley did, but without the tail. 5° further north is the massive radio galaxy NGC 5128 or Centaurus A, which in a 6"-8"
scope looks like a small hamburger. This, like Saturn many years ago, I observed 'by accident', and was all the more impressed for it. Between Scorpius and the
Cross are several patches of dark material, which when seen rising, appeared to the aboriginals as an emu. The head of this is in fact known better as the
Coalsack.

In the east, Jupiter is rising. It stands 30° high in what would be a dark sky, were it not for the zodiacal light, rising to around 50°. It is very obvious, although
very difficult to define. I imagine it to be like an auroral homogeneous patch (without having seen the latter). Beneath Jupiter is a reddened Venus, dimmed to
the same magnitude as Jupiter by atmospheric extinction.

Soon, the first light of dawn brightens the east horizon, increasing to a fiery orange glow. Perhaps with long rays into the dusty atmosphere rising through a
delicate pink veil, which quickly dissolves into the sunrise. Although if an observer has any sense, he will head off to bed without indulging in any of this
romantic nonsense.

Cover picture: James Nasmyth at his telescope
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James Nasmyth, F.R.A.S. (1808-1890) was born in Edinburgh, the son of Alexander Nasmyth the famous artist. Became interested in astronomy through his
father's association with the Astronomical Institution at Calton Hill, and friendship with Leslie, Playfair and Jardine.

He attended Edinburgh University and School of Arts, became an engineer and moved to Manchester. He is best known as the inventor of the steam hammer. He
made his first 6-inch reflecting telescope in 1827 then made several specula for Henry Maudsley before embarking on his own 10-inch then 20-inch reflectors
for his own observatory at Patricroft. The latter telescope is preserved in the Science Museum in London. It has a novel system whereby the light from the
primary mirror is reflected sideways by a secondary mirror along the middle of a hollow trunnion of the altazimuth mounting, so that the observer is seated
comfortably on the telescope mounting itself and observes through the eyepiece set in the altitude axis, controlling the telescope by gearing. The Nasmyth
system is still used for large telescopes.

He exhibited lunar drawings at the British Association meeting in Edinburgh in 1850 and propounded the theory that the lunar craters and peaks are volcanic in
origin and that the surface topography is the result of wrinkling of the crust over a shrinking, cooling core. With J. Carpenter in 1874 he wrote and illustrated
The Moon considered as a Planet, a World and a Satellite. He was one of the first to notice the granulation of the solar surface, using an unsilvered glass
speculum, and described the "willow-leaf" pattern in the B.A. Report 1862 part 2, 16. He conjectured on the internal heat of Jupiter and observed the Great
Comet of 1843.

Further reading

Samuel Smiles (ed), James Nasmyth, Engineer, an Autobiography, London 1883.
J. Ashbrook, "James Nasmyth's Telescopes and His Observations", Sky and Telescope, Dec. 1969, 380-381.
Dictionary of National Biography XL 116.

(D. G.)

An observer's log
With Alastair McBeath, Morpeth

Late September 1986 to July 1987

At the risk of making this column seem more like a bad meteorological report than a record of astronomical events, I
shall review events of note during this lengthy period, yet another one dominated by the weather.

Late September brought somewhat worse conditions than had the early part, though overall it was a splendid month for
observers, with on average six out of ten nights clear or partly so from Morpeth. The Sun remained passive as it had
done earlier on, though it was something to be able to see it at all after a generally unimpressive summer.
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Although the percentage of cloudy nights in October was similarly good, the number of really clear nights was rather lower than in September, with many of
these falling during the full Moon period. This had the advantage that the total lunar eclipse on 17/18 was seen throughout, unlike that in October 1985 (see ASE
Journal 14). The changing coloration and darkening of the Moon's disc were fascinating to behold, as was the rapid improvement in sky darkness as totality
approached. Indeed, the Moon could only be distinguished with difficulty at times once the eclipse became total, though this situation did not last long enough
for really worthwhile observations to be carried out on other targets, unfortunately.

The Sun remained quiet but for a slightly more active spell in late October and early November, after which few solar observations were possible until the
following April - a combination of the low solar altitude and poor sky conditions. November brought a significant deterioration of the weather such that every
month through to April had about 70 % of its nights cloudy and some months were even worse. (Editor's note - my weather diary shows that our sky conditions
are even cloudier than Morpeth's!). On a rare clear morning (the 21st) Venus was spotted for the first time at its morning apparition in 1986, although attempts to
see nearby Mercury later on were thwarted by - surprise, surprise - poor sky.

December evenings continued this planetary theme, by providing a splendid Mars-Jupiter conjunction (closest approach was 0.5 degree on the 19th), which was
followed with interest as long as cloud permitted - most of the rest of the nights were overcast, so the conjunction was especially favourably placed. Hardly any
other observations were possible at all.

The New Year started with the "big freeze" in January, and snow was lying here from the 7th onwards, at its worst reaching a depth of 11 inches on the 14th,
with the River Wansbeck frozen over from the 12th to the 21st, at which point a thaw caused the ice to break up in one go, creating an astounding spectacle of a
river of shattered ice flowing through the town for a good twenty minutes. Some delightful sunrises and sunsets towards the month's end heralded my first
meteor watch since the previous September. This was a five-hour effort, with sporadic rates at about the three to four meteors per hour mark.

February was also a cold month, with the only nocturnal observations possible being those of Jupiter near Mercury in the evening sky on two occasions. The
cloud did at least yield some fine sunrises and sunsets, while obscuring the sky. A little light snow mid-month quickly dissipated.

Further light snowfall occurred in March, though again this did not last very long. With 25 totally overcast nights March could not be regarded as a good month
for all but cloud-watchers, though one meteor watch was done on a rare cloudless night (28/29) when 35 meteors were spotted in seven hours. The night was
nicely rounded off by a welcome appearance of Saturn shortly before dawn.

The Post Office issued a splendid set of stamps to celebrate the 300th anniversary of the publication of Sir Isaac Newton's "Principia" on the 24th. Why the
Halley special issue of stamps in 1986 could not have been equally impressive is a matter for conjecture.

Winter's cloudy grip relaxed a fraction in April, though it was really only the last fortnight which could be described as pleasant. The wait was worthwhile,
however, as some Lyrids were to be seen on several night s near the maximum of that shower. A good spell of clear mornings enabled solar observations to be
made on most days after the 12th, with a very active disc on show by mid-month, and some action visible on almost all other days. No aurorae appeared over
Morpethian skies to accompany these occurrences, unfortunately.

May was quite a reasonable month for weather, with solar drawings possible throughout indicating generally low activity, though the disc was again more lively
in the second to third weeks. Nightly observations revealed no noctilucent cloud (NLC) or aurorae, though many nights in the last ten days of the month (usually
regarded as the opening of the NLC "Season") were not favourable to spotting anything other than tropospheric cloud.
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A damp and cold June followed, with a white frost accompanying my first NLC display of the year on 12/13, this quite a faint effort. Much more extensive and
impressive NLC were to be seen later in the night of 17/18 (see sketch below), only a day after a tremendous hailstorm had deposited ¼ inch of hail on Morpeth
in half an hour. This hail lay without melting for three hours. The nights were enlightened not only by the omnipresent twilight which besets northern observers
during the middle of "summer" but also by the opposition of Saturn, sitting very low to the south during the night. The days, by contrast, were rarely enlightened
by the Sun, but the disc was quiet on the rare occasion it could be seen, explaining the fine NLC shows, no doubt.

July started well, with some fine sunny days and two NLC displays on 1/2 and 5/6. The Sun was followed throughout the first eleven days of the month,
remaining quiescent as in June. Unfortunately the bulk of the month was quite disastrous, with every night from 12/13 to 27/28 overcast from my site. This
hopeless situation took a turn for the better during the closing days of July, however, bringing two more NLC-filled nights on 28/29 and 30/31. Two meteor
watches were also possible in cloud gaps on 28/29, and just to make that night even more memorable, there was a brief but active aurora at about 0125 UT! This
was by far the best night over this whole period with so much happening - one of those nights the observer lives for - and it was completed later on by the
resplendent Jupiter illuminating the scene from high up in Pisces, on its welcome return north of the celestial equator.

Looking ahead to the autumn, we have fine returns of the Orionid and Leonid meteor showers in October and November respectively, and the autumn also sees
the return to evening skies of Venus, to be joined by Mercury nearby in October and Saturn in November. Later still in December come the Geminids with a
reasonably Moon-free chance to see them - they could be very well seen from U.K. at their best this year - and a fine Ursid peak clear of lunar problems just
before Christmas.

Good luck with whatever and whenever you observe and CLEAR SKIES!

NLC 17/18 June 1987: very extensive braided and feathery bands with masses of billows overall. Patchy veil-like areas towards top of display. Western end
faint, but central and eastern areas quite bright blue-white. (Appearance at 0145 UT.) (A. McB).

More on planetary conjunctions
Graham Young, Dundee Astronomical Society

In the first article about planetary conjunctions the definition of a conjunction was made, and later, using arithmetic, we investigated further how the four great
planets in particular related to each other. Things are simplified by assuming circular orbits. This time I wish to simplify them further by taking a heliocentric
(sun-centred) viewpoint. Errors can still arise, in the short term we have the changing velocity of planets due to Kepler's Law on elliptical orbits and also due to

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/17/fig08f.jpg
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the planets acting on each other. In the long term, too, error can build up depending on how many decimal places we have in our available data. This rough
exercise I find fascinating.

Astrological symbols have been used to represent periods of planets around the sun in years, i.e. Ju = 11.86, Sa = 29.5, etc., and periods between successive
conjunctions (heliocentric passing of one planet by another) e.g. JuSa = 19.9, the period between successive conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn. For triple (three
planet) conjunctions or synods I'll use, e.g. JuSaUr = 137.6.

Some interesting near-commensurable repeating patterns occur. Last time the great Jupiter-Saturn conjunction was mentioned and that it was near enough equal
to 2/3 Sa and 1 2/3 Ju which means they occur slightly more than 2/3 ahead along the ecliptic each time. There is one involving Uranus with these two planets.
The three giant planets come to a close synod with each other every 137.6 years. This is about 1 2/3 Ur, 4 2/3 Sa and 11 2/3 Ju near enough and this too occurs
2/3 around the Zodiac each time (or 1/3 back). During this time there are ten JuUr conjunctions, seven JuSaand three SaUr ones. JuUr = 13.8 and SaUr = 45.47.
While JuSa has been occurring every 20 years or so in Capricornus, Virgo, Taurus, Capricornus, Virgo etc. the longer period JuSaUr synod also occurs in the
same three regions. In 1940 it occurred near the Pleiades, around 2077 it should be in Capricornus.

We can tie in Neptune (Ne) using a relationship between Neptune and Uranus. Ur = 84 and Ne = 165 (not quite 168 = 2 x 84). However, near enough two orbits
of Uranus equals one of Neptune, conjunction every 171 years, and so its position precesses forward a bit each time. These last few centuries it has been around
Sagittarius-Capricornus. The last was in 1822, the next in 1992. Every second passage of Uranus in that region brings it past Neptune. So we have two synods to
consider: JuSaUr every 138 years and UrNe every 171. The next JuSaUr, around 2077, occurs in Capricornus but Neptune will be around in Cancer - it
coincides with a Uranus passage through the region halfway between UrNe conjunctions. One would then have to wait through another three JuSaUr
conjunctions (413 years) before it is expected to occur again around Capricornus and this time it would occur near a UrNe conjunction around the year 2490, but
this is not the exact JuSaUrNe synod (quadruple conjunction) we have been looking for! Small errors over the long period build up and we find Jupiter and
Uranus slightly out of place. If we go backwards to find the last time JuSaUr occurred near (in both position and time) an UrNe (in Capricornus) it was about
1664, about the time Pepys wrote about the Restoration, the Plague and the Great Fire of London, and it was a rather close one. This near-enough JuSaUrNe
turns out to have a period of 826 years, which is slightly short of 10 Ur close to 5 Ne, near enough the 28 Sa needed and about 70 Ju. Although Jupiter and
Uranus are not exactly on the spot, a close quadruple synod does occur. JuSaUr and UrNe will become out of step over the next thousand years and get further
apart every 826 years although they will begin to meet up somewhere else and a new cycle will begin. The cause of this long-term out-of-step can actually be
detected much earlier due to error, e.g JuSaUr = 137.6 is not quite 7 JuSas; and so every 137.6 years the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction begins to pull apart when
they pass Uranus.

Although 826 years is near enough 5 orbits of Neptune, because Uranus takes 84 years (more than 1/2 Ne) to orbit the sun, conjunctions of UrNe occur slightly
ahead every 171 years - an error that builds up to 29 years over the 826 year cycle.

I can safely conclude that there is a semi-regular series of synods involving all four major planets lying within one quadrant of the Solar System which occurs
around 171 years, centred on the UrNe conjunction. However, these could occur as early as 140 years or as late as 182 years after the last one, depending on the
position of Saturn at the time of the UrNe conjunction. Jupiter moves relatively quickly so that it is guaranteed to be within the vicinity of UrNe in ±7 years.
Most of the regular JuSaUr triples occur when Neptune is out of the way and the JuSaUr synod itself is breaking up into a looser grouping (JuSa, JuUr and
SaUr conjunctions lying close to each other in time) until these separate conjunctions become too wide apart, as in the series between 1980 and 2000.

There is an interesting footnote about Pluto. This small and relatively unimportant body ties in well commensurably with
Neptune. Pl = 248 and Ne = 165 so 2 Pl = 496 and 3 Ne = 495, quite close. Conjunction between Neptune and Pluto
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occurs at only one point, with a slight precession backwards, every 493 years. This last occurred at the end of the last
century near the Pleiades and is near the aphelion point of Pluto. The slight out-of-step will not bring these conjunctions
to near Pluto's perihelion point for over 20,000 years. Because of this present state of affairs Neptune cannot approach
that close to Pluto, and in fact Pluto passes closer to Uranus than Neptune, when Uranus overtakes Pluto (as it does at
more than one point) nearer Pluto's perihelion, as it did in 1966.

The fact that the major planets do not have exact commensurable sidereal periods is an indication of the stability of the
Solar System ensuring that the differences cause a precession of repeated conjunctions evenly round the Ecliptic.

Editors note: The original article uses hand-drawn planetary symbols. These are replaced here with Su, Me, Ve, Ma, Ju,
Sa, Ur, Ne, Pl and Mo, all in italic type.

The City Astronomer's Baton
Have you ever seen the pocket baton of office of the Edinburgh City Astronomer? It is in the Huntly House Museum on the Royal Mile, in a case containing
other insignia of City officials. It is a round ebony rod, about 12 cm long, with silver mountings by "A. H. & Co.". The Royal cipher (VR) and the City arms are
on the ends and it is dated 1894.

The office of City Astronomer was instituted in 1889 with William Peck in charge of Calton Hill, but after his death in 1925 a successor was not officially
appointed and the title fell out of use.

Some observations of variable stars
Gavin Ramsay

AF Cygni

AF Cygni is one of the most interesting variable stars because it never remains at the same brightness for very long and can be seen nearly all year round. The
light curve of AF Cyg overleaf is a composite of observations made by Neil Bone (binoculars 10 x 50), Melvyn Taylor (8 x 40 and 16 x 70) and the author
(10 x 50). When making up the light curve it becomes apparent that the observations made by a single observer cannot give an accurate description of the
brightness of the star so it is important that observers send their results to the BAA, JAS etc., so that they can be combined with others to make a more accurate
light curve.

The light curve shows a plot of magnitude against time, measured in Julian Days (JD). This form of dating is often used in variable star work as it is easy to
deduce when maxima and minima occurred. The JD is the number of days which have elapsed since Jan 1 4713 BC at 12 noon. The JD for any date can be
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found in the BAA Handbook or other astronomical tables.

Looking at the light curve the dates of maxima and minima can be deduced. Maxima occurred around the JDs 2445920, 2446015, ...195, ...400, ...490 and
...670. Minima were around 2445960, ...120, ...260, ...360, ...450 and ...560.

The days between successive maxima were 95, 180, 120, 85, 90 and 180 d, and the light range was mag 6.3 - 8.1. The BAA gives the star a period of 94 days
and classifies it as a semi-regular with a range of mag 6.4 - 8.4. The "first" 180 day period does have an observation of 7.0 mag on 143 JD but this is probably
spurious as several observations also record the star much fainter around the same date. The second 180 day period has the star at around 7.0 mag for over
60 days before the maximum.

The most likely explanation of the first 180 day period is probably a lack of observations rather than being "real", however, the second 180 day period could be
real as AF Cyg is classified as a SRb star, i.e. a semi-regular variable of class b, which means that they generally have regular periodicity but at times this is
replaced by slow, more irregular variations, and also times when it is of nearly constant brightness - which seems to have happened here. So the conclusion is,
the more observations the better.

The author would like to thank Neil Bone and Melvyn Taylor who kindly gave access to their own observations of this star.

CH Cygni

A light curve of a fade of this star was shown in Journal 11. At the time of writing (mid August) it is still around mag 8.0 with minor variations of about
0.2 mag either way. It has been around this brightness for over two years now - when will it brighten?

Novae

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/17/fig10f.jpg
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The most spectacular outburst of recent times was the supernova in the Large Magellanic Cloud in February, although there have been some more modest novae
of which the most notable was Nova Centauri discovered last year by Robert McNaught from Australia, and which reached mag 5.

The Supernova 1987A was the brightest since 1604 and the first of such objects visible to the naked eye since the invention of the telescope. Astronomers are
already calling it the most important event of the century. It was discovered on February 24 in the Large Magellanic Cloud, a satellite galaxy of our own Milky
Way, which unfortunately is not visible from Britain. On discovery it was about mag 5 and slowly climbed to 2.8 in mid May, after which it began to decline.

Originally there was some confusion as to which star had actually exploded, but it now seems it was a star 15 times the mass of our Sun called
Sanduleak -16° 202. This supernova has been classified as a Type II, which means that it was a massive star which had formed an iron core, long after using up
its hydrogen core. Iron does not release energy in nuclear reactions but requires energy, hence no energy is produced in the core and therefore there is no
outward force to counter gravity and the star collapses inwards in a very short time then "rebounds" on itself causing a massive explosion and leaving a neutron
star or a black hole depending on the mass of the star.

In March a companion object was discovered two light-weeks away from the supernova and there is much debate going on as to its nature. Further observations
will be needed. Perhaps the most interesting observations were made deep underground - in the several neutrino observatories around the world. They recorded
an unusual number of neutrinos on Feb 23 - indicating the actual time of explosion. Neutrinos are very weakly interacting particles, so only a tiny proportion of
them were detected by the observatories. In fact, during the first couple of seconds of the explosion (as seen from Earth), it is thought that 10 billion neutrinos
passed through every square centimetre of the Earth.

It has long been argued whether or not these particles have any mass, and if they do, they could contribute a large proportion of the so-called "missing mass".
From the timing of the neutrinos and the light detection an upper limit of 20 eV has been put onto the neutrino. (20 eV = 3.56 x 10-35 kg, or about 1/8700 of the
mass of the electron). Recently it has been proposed by some physicists that neutrinos come in two different masses - of 6 and 20 eV. However, it should be
noted that a zero mass would also be consistent with observations of the supernova.

It is obvious that a lot more work is still required to fully understand this historic event.

Meteors - spring and summer 1987
Colin Steele

Since the disappointment of the Quadrantid washout in January there have been several meteor showers.
However (yet again), the weather has prevented these from being seen to their full potentials. The Lyrids were
active towards the end of April; unfortunately due to the weather observations could be made on only 3 nights
of which the best-covered was' the maximum, April 21/22. The ZHR calculated for that night was 10 ± 2, below
the expected value of 20. Another curiosity is that the Lyrids were, on average, slightly fainter than sporadics.
Most showers are, on average, brighter than sporadics.
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In July and August there were many other showers, including the δ Aquarids and the Perseids. It was known
that the Perseid maximum on August 12/13 would be affected by moonlight, and because of cloud no
observations have yet been received for that night. On the following night a ZHR of 84 ± 19 was recorded and
on the next it was 61 ± 12. By August 17/18 it was still 23 ± 5. The rise to maximum was not so well covered
due to moonlight and weather but rates of 7 ± 2, 0, 16 ± 11, 25 ± 5 and 30 ± 7 were calculated for the first five
nights of August.

ZHRs of about 27 were estimated for the δ Aquarids on July 26/27 and August 3/4. The α Cygnids apparently
had 15 ± 11 on July 25/26 but low numbers of meteors make these statistics unreliable. Other showers observed
were the ι Aquarids, Capricornids, α Capricornids, α Aurigids and κ Cygnids.

The brightest meteor seen was a mag -4 Perseid seen by D. Gavine on August 17/18, it had a 5-second train.

Because this Journal has appeared not long after the meteor showers some observers may be omitted, their
reports having not yet reached me. My apologies. Any further observations will be gratefully received, and thanks meantime to all contributors.

Observers 
  A. Mitchell   Arbroath              C. & P. Jenkins   Dundee 
  W. Bradford   Seaham, Co. Durham    A. McBeath        Morpeth 
  D. Gavine     Joppa, Edinburgh      C. Steele         St Andrews 

Later in the year the Orionids and the Geminids will be worth watching. Last year both were affected by adverse moonlight conditions but this year it will not be
a problem. The Orionids occur in middle - to late - October and have several radiants near the Orion-Gemini border. The Geminids occur in early - to mid -
December and radiate from near the star Castor. After the New Year come the Quadrantids, in Bootes. Other showers towards the end of the year are the
α Aurigids, Piscids, Taurids, Leonids and Ursids.

Further details can be obtained from me.

(Dept. of Applied Mathematics, North Haugh, University of St Andrews, Fife, KY16 9SS)

Erratum
On p. 12 of Journal 16 ["An unusual stellar mirage" by Steuart Campbell, ed.] the equation in the 4th paragraph is wrongly given. It should read "λT = 0.003".

Also the last line is better rendered that the Livingston UFO Report may have been caused by a mirage of Venus.

Editor's apologies to author.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/16/index.html

